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When Typical Economic Data Can Fool You 
• Topsy-Turvy Economic Data 

• Traditional economic data are likely to provide a stale picture of the 
economic environment

• Monitoring Medical Momentum
• Medical and healthcare developments are leading indicators during 

the COVID-19 health crisis

• Real-Time Reopening Tracking 
• Reopening will likely be slow and gradual, but insight can be gained 

through high frequency industry-specific data
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Topsy-Turvy Economic Data 

• Investors Seeing Through the Short-Term Pain. Domestic equities finished another
strong week last Friday due to optimism regarding a potential vaccine
breakthrough, with the S&P 500 posting a 3.3% gain for the week. The market has
been relatively stone-faced with respect to ugly economic data prints, as another
2million+ Americans filed for unemployment benefits last week and Markit Flash
PMIs* remained well below the neutral 50 reading.

• Economic Data Lags During Atypical Cycles. During typical periods, traditional
economic data can help identify turning points in the business cycle. However, in
environments where an exogenous shock (like the COVID-19 pandemic) disrupts this
cycle, indicators that were once leading or coincident tend to become more
lagging in their usefulness to investors. Instead, investors tend to shift their economic
expectations in real-time, emphasizing timely, high-frequency data that may be
more anecdotal/unofficial in nature.

• Seeking Job Market Insights. Common sense dictated that as the U.S. economy
shut-down in late-March, many Americans would lose their jobs. Investors did not
need to wait for the Bureau of Labor Statistics' full unemployment report on May 8th
to realize that fact. Investors following Google Trends for searches related to
unemployment benefits would have recognized that a significant spike in
joblessness was incoming and readjusted their short-term economic expectations
accordingly.

Monitoring Medical Momentum

• The Driving Force of Non-Economic Data. During the COVID-19 health crisis, taking
stock of non-economic indicators proves just as necessary as economic
fundamentals, as investors navigate market moves. News on COVID-19 case growth
and progress toward a vaccine will likely continue to drive stock prices in the
healthcare sector and beyond. Therefore, investors may receive greater insight
reviewing economic and non-economic data in conjunction.

• Is COVID-19 Case Growth Under Control? The reported number of net new COVID-
19 cases in the U.S. has roughly plateaued since early-April. The heavily affected
states (e.g., New York, Washington) continue to show signs that they are working
down the right side of their respective epidemiological curves. However, several
states have begun to reopen without having shown decisive peaks in case counts,
presenting the possibility that a second round of shut-ins could become necessary.

• The Race Toward a Vaccine. A return to normalcy without a widely available
treatment or vaccine looks increasingly difficult. Currently, there are more than 120
programs underway seeking to develop a vaccine, and as most are ultimately
unlikely to succeed, understanding which have the best probability of success will
be critical in anticipating the medium-term economic outlook. As such, the hair-
trigger sensitivity of investors to COVID-19 vaccine developments will likely drive
market volatility.

Traditional economic data are likely to provide a stale 
picture of the economic environment

Medical and healthcare developments are leading indicators 
during the COVID-19 health crisis

*PMIs refer to purchasing managers’ indexes



Chart of the Week:
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Real-Time Reopening Tracking

• Consumer Spending, a Lifeline. Consumer spending is a particularly important
barometer for investors to track – it accounts for about two-thirds of all economic
output in the U.S. High-frequency data compiled by Opportunity Insights shows a
dramatic drop in household spending after the national emergency was declared,
but a gradual recovery beginning after federal stimulus payments began paying
out. While some companies plan to reopen stores, it will likely take time to resume
business as usual, and retailers may be met by a more conservative consumer.

• The Return of the Diner. As COVID-19 keeps a majority of people home/social
distancing, restaurants continue to face unprecedented challenges. Over the last
two months, data from OpenTable, a website for booking reservations, showed that
the number of seated diners at restaurants in the U.S. was down close to 100%
relative to the same period last year. As states gradually move to reopen, this daily
indicator may prove useful in tracking the plodding recovery of the industry.

• Mortgage Apps Shed Light on Housing. Despite coronavirus shutdowns and job
losses, buyers are coming back into the housing market faster than anticipated. The
Mortgage Bankers Association's (MBA) Purchase Index was down 35% at the height
of the COVID-19 crisis, but now stands a mere 1.5% below last year’s levels. Record-
low mortgage rates, combined with strong pent-up demand, are driving buyers
back to the home market. It remains early to say if this is a longer-term trend, but it
may prove essential to track the housing market's resilience.

Reopening will likely be slow and gradual, but insight can 
be gained through high frequency industry-specific data

Consumer Spending Rebounding…Unevenly
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